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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine safety inspection involved 435 inspector-hours on site in
the areas of surveillance, maintenance, operational safety verification, ESF
system walkdown, in-office licensee event reports review, independent inspection,
plant transients, on-site event followup and radwaste management.

Results: Of the areas inspected one violation was identified in one area.
(Inadequate Procedure - rslease of radioactivity, pa agraph 8).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

J.'Boone, Engineering Supervisor
L. Boyer, Director - Administrative Support

*J. Chase, Manager - Operations
*G. Cheatham, Manager - Enviornmental and Radiation Control
J. Cook, Senior Specialist - Environmental and Radiation Control
R. Creech, I&C/ Electrical Maintenance Supervisor (Unit 2)

*C Dietz, General Manager - Brunswick Nuclear Project
W. Dorman, QA - Supervisor
K. Enzor, Director - Regulatory Compliance
W. Hatcher, Security Specialist

*A. Hegler, Superintendent - Operations
*R. Helme, Director - Onsite Nuclear Safety - BSEP
M. Hill, Manager - Administrative and Technical Support

*R. Hinkley, Engineering Supervisor
J. Holder, Manager - Outages
P. Hopkins, Director - Training

*P. Howe, Vice President - Brunswick Nuclear Project
L. Jones, Director - QA/QC
R. Kitchen, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor (Unit 2)
J. Moyer, I&C/ Electrical Maintenance Supervisor (Unit 1)
D. Novotny, Senior Regulatory Specialist
G. Oliver, Manager - Site Planning and Control

*J. O'Sullivan, Manager - Maintenance
B. Parks, Manager - Technical Support (Acting)

*R. Pulk, Senior NRC Regulatory Specialist
C. Treubel, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor (Unit 1)
L. Tripp, Radiation Control Supervisor
V. Wagoner, Director - IPBS/Long Range Planning
J. Wilcox, Principle Engineer - Operations
B. Wilson, Engineering Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, operators and
engineering staff personnel.

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 8,1985, with
; those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. Meetings were also held with
! senior facility management periodically during the course of this -inspection
| to discuss the inspection scope and findings. The licensee did not identify

as proprietary any of the materials provided to or reviewed by thei

inspectors during this inspection.
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- 3. Followup of Plant Transients and Safety System Challenges (93702).p

During the period of this report, a followup on plant transients and safety
system challenges was conducted to determine the cause; ensure that safety
systems and components functioned as required; corrective actions were
adequate; and the plant was maintained in a safe condition.

1

On January 3, 1985 at 1609 hours, Unit 2 experienced a trip of the 2A
recirculation pump. Reactor power decreased from approximately 100% to 65%
of full power. Power was further reduced by operator action to 57% by
inserting contrcl rods. Because the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system was
isolated to perform a surveillance test, the bottom vessel head drain
temperature could not immediately be determined. At 1631 tours the RWCU
system was returned to service. While preparing to restart the 2A pump at
1650 nours,' the differential temperature between the steam dome and the
bottom head drain exceeded the maximum permissible value of 145 degrees F

~

allowed by Technical Specification 3.4.1.3.a for restarting an idle
recirculation pump. At 1840. hours the licensee initiated a shutdown inc
accordance with Technical Specification 3.4.1 action statement. Reactor
power was reduced to less than 1%, at which point the differential
temperature constraint was met and the 2A pump started witbout difficulty.,
The unit was then returned to service on January 4. Cause cf the pump _ trip
was attributed to plant personnel inadvertently bumping the drive motor "hi"
. internal air temperature switch B32-S002A-TS-4 while conducting an
inspection of the equipment.

On January 3,1985 at 1900 hours, Unit 1 experienced a trip of the IB
recirculation pump. Reactor power decreased from approximately 90% to 50%
of full power. 'The pump was restarted at 1919 hours without difficulty in
accordance with approved procedures. The inspector witnessed the start and
verified that Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 conditions were complied with.

Cause of the pomp trip was determined to be low hydraulic fluid pressure as
the result of weekly swapping of the operating AC powered ciil pump, with the
one in standby. A work request has been issued to determine exactly what
failure had resulted in the low pressure condition. This will be worked
during a future outage. In the meantime, thm licensee has suspended the
weekly swapping of oil pumps.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Radioactive Waste Management (84850)

The resident office conducted an inspection of the radioactive waste
management program with particular emphasis on part 20.311, 61.55 and 61.56
of 10 CFR requirements designed to control transfer of waste intended for
disposal at land disposal facilities. The inspection concentrated on the
licensee's radioactive waste management control procedures and quality
control programs, which pre established to assure compliance with the
above-mentioned requirements.

. . . . . .. -- --
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10 CFR 20.311 paragraph (d)(3), states that the licensee shall establish a
quality control program to assure compliance with 10 CFR 61.55 and 61.56 and
that the program include audits and management evaluation of such audits.
Presently, the licensee's quality control program consists of a
comprehensive procedure (E&RC 0510), which provides guidance 'o the.

technician on how to classify and package low activity waste. The procedure
appears to adequately address the requirements of 10 CFR 61.55 and 61.56.
However, the procedure contains no individual signature or initial blanks
for steps completed nor any individual verification, both hallmarks of a
standard quality control program. Consequently, no management approved
quality control checks were in place to verify that the applicable shipping
procedure was being followed. The licensee was using an unapproved
checklist completed and signed by the technician performing the work and
signed by the foreman. This checklist did verify that most of the
requirements stated in the shipping procedures were followed. The licensee
has since committed to revising the checklist to (1) include steps to verify
the requirements of part 61.55 and 61.56 are met, (2) require independent
verification and (3) incorporate the checklist into a management approved
procedure.

The program also requires audits, (10 CFR 20.311(d)(3)), that should include
as a minimum, verification of compliance and effectiveness of implementation
of the licensee's procedures, regulations ~ and license provisions and
observation of performance of activities including record keeping (ANSI
N18.7).

The annual Corporate Quality Assurance audit, last conducted in August of
1984, covers aspects of the radioactive waste disposal program but does not
include compliance with 10 CFR 20.311(d)(3). The onsite Quality Assurance
group also has no documentation of any audits or surveillances conducted to
fulfill this requirement. However, an assessment was completed in August
1984, by the Corporate Health Physics group covering the radioactive waste,
effluents and shipping program and did review the process control program
for compliance with 10 CFR 61. The report made no recommendation for
improvement. The criterion used to verify compliance with 10 CFR 61.55 and
61.56 evaluated the effectiveness of the plant's quality control checks used
to insure that applicable shipping procedures are being implemented and
followed. To satisfy this criterion, the assessment identified a Quality
Assurance Procedure (QAP-601), Inspection of Radioactive Material Shipments,
and highested the effectiveness of the QA/QC section for their comprehensive
inspections of radioactive waste shipments. This assessment was incorrect;
however, because the procedure mentioned has never been implemented and
tnere is no intention of ever implementing it. In addition, the QA/QC
section has no documentation or procedure for any of the " inspections" the
assessment states were being conducted in 1984. The health physics
inspector did observe four shipments and did observe QA functions relating
to these shipments.
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The audit function presently covering the requirements in
10 CFR 20.311(d)(3), which was last carried out by the Corporate Health
Physics group, appears weak. The licensee has committed to improving this
area by increasing the scope of the Corporate Quality Assurance audits to

. include 10 CFR 20.311(d)(3) and by improving the quality of its Corporate
Health Physics assessments. Inspector Followup Item 325, 324/85-03-01 will
track the improvements in the radwaste shipping Quality Control Program and
the auditing of this program.

No violations or deviations were identified.

5. Review of Licensee Event Report (92700)

The below listed Licensee Event Report (LER) was reviewed to determine if
the information provided met NRC reporting requirements. The determination
included adequacy of event description and corrective action taken or
planned, existence of potential generic problems and the relative safety
significance of the event. This report is considered closed.

(Closed) LER 1-84-17 - Automatic Isolations of the Unit 1 Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System (RCIC).

An onsite inspection was performed and a conclusion made that necessary
corrective actions have been taken and regulatory responses made in
accordance with existing requirements, license conditions and commitments.
This report is considered closed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. ESF Train Operability

Operability of. selected ESF trains was verified by insuring that; each
accessible valve in the flow path is in its correct position; each power
supply and breaker, including control room fuses, are aligned for components
that must activate upon initiation signal; removal of power from those ESF
motor operated valves so identified by Technical Specifications is
completed; there was no leakage of major components; there was proper
lubrication and cooling water available; a condition did not exist which
might prevent fulfillment of the train's functional requirements. In
addition, instrumentation essential to sys. tem actuation or performance was
verified operable by observing on-scale indication and proner instrument
valve lineup, if accessible.

'The following systems were verified:

Unit 1 - 1A Core Spray Loop.

Unit 2 - Train A Standby Gas Treatment System.

_, _. _ _ _
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Prior to the system walkdawns, the following procedures were reviewed for
their technical adequacy:

OP-18 Core Spray System Operating Procedure

OP-10 Standby Gas Treatment System Operating Procedure

OP-18 was found to have two errors in the system valve and electrical lineup
checkli st. The E21-F017A and E21-F0178 valves were identified in the
procedure as being part of . incorrect divisions. The E21-F017A was
identified as Division II, whereas it actually is a Division I valve and the
E21-F0178 was identified as a Division I valve vice a Division II valve.
The errors appear to be only administrative in nature.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Inadequate Surveillance Tests Discovered by Licensee Onsite Nuclear Safety
(61726)

On January 8, 1985 the Onsite Nuclear Safety (ONS) group informed plant
personnel that they were unable to determine that existing surveillance
tests provided verification of some "hard wiring" and circuit breaker trip
coil and relay actuations for certain equipment associated with the degraded
voltage and loss of voltage protective relaying for the emergency power
buses. Followup of the concern by plant and NRC personnel revealed that the
ONS concern was valid and an adequate surveillance test had not been
available during the required surveillance period. The licensee reported
this event in LER 1-85-003. The licensee determined that when the degraded
and loss of voltage nonitors were added, as required by the NRC on a back
fit in 1979, the conponents were properly tested. Immediate corrective
action by the licensee were to provide a program of bus voltage monitoring
and tripping capabilities that they determined met the operability
requirements for the degraded voltage and under voltage components. The
program was reviewed and found satisfactory by the resident and regional
staff until more thorough testing could be performed. The system components
in question were satisfactorily tested by January 19, 1985.

The ONS review of surveillances is part of the licensee program to review
and upgrade surveillance tests in response to recent deficiencies identified
in the thoroughness of logic system function tests. The corrective action
program to upgrade surveillance is committed to be complete in October 1985.

The inspector determined that the failure to have established adequate
surveillance tests for logic system functional testing of the undervoltage
and loss of voltage devices per Technical Specification 4.3.3.2 is a
violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.c, which requires surveillance
tests for safety related equipment as the specifics of this violation meets
the 10 CFR 2 requirements to be licensee identified, a notice of violation
will not be issued.
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Details of the inspection follow:

The degraded voltage monitors (27 DV a, b, c), are voltage monitoring
devices on each 4160 V emergency bus (El, E2, E3, E4) that will separate the
associated emergency bus from the nornal power supply by opening the two
series feeder (master and slave) breakers from the balance of plant bus (A,
B, C, 0). The trip of the feeders will occur when the E-bus voltage drops
below 3727 +9 volts for 10 plus or minus 0.5 seconds. This action will
protect safety related motors from long term degraded voltage whf ch can
affect their operability. The separation will result in a low voltage on
the E-bus and cause the diesel generators to start and supply a more
reliable source of power to the bus. The loss-of-voltage devices monitor
the E-bus voltage and will cause a " load shed" of that bus when the
monitored bus voltage drops to 3430: plus or minus 172 volts to prevent
overloading the diesel generator when it starts and supplies the affected
E-bus.

Surveillance these for requirements are addressed in Techn al Specification
table 4.3.3-1 item 5.a and 5.b and section 4.3.3.2. In i.S. 4.3.3.2 the
logic system functional test is specified to be performed each 18 months.
The licensee, in its section cross-reference, specified PT 12.2.1 ECCS D/G
LOGIC TEST to meet the section requirement. However, upon review of the
procedure by ONS, it could not be determined that all components, connected
wiring and actuated devices were addressed, in that the 27 DV and the 27/59E
devices were not included in the procedure. The significance of the
deficient procedure was mitigated based on the following: The licensee was
able to verify through the review of LER's that the 'E-bus DV relay logic
circuitry has been challenged and performed satisfactorily (LER 1-84-16,
2-84-2, 1-82-72); Surveillance Test PT 12.7.3P ECCS 4KV EMERGENCY BUS

! DEGRADED VOLTAGE CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, (monthly) tests that the DV relays
will actuate on the degraded voltage. The actual section of the circuitry
left untested was the wiring from the device functional test switches to the
trip coil relay (94 device) for the E-bus switchgear normal feeder breaker.
The components and connecting wiring were verified correct when the
components were installed in 1979 and properly tested at that time. (PM
77-327)

There are other parameters and undervoltage components which would trip the
94 device, but none are class 1-E or they would exactly replicate the 27 DV
function,

f

When the licensee was informed cf the deficiency, their corrective actions
for the degraded condition were to, in effect, place a " human undervoltage
relay" in the system. A technician was situated such that he could monitor
the bus voltage at the same point monitored by the 27 DV and remained in
constant contact with the control room. If bus voltage were to decr'ase to
below 3750 volts, the control room would be immediately notified .rui the
condition verifie,d and within 10 seconds a manual trip initiated. The
manual trip does not depend on any of the untested components to function.
In parallel with this effort, emergency bus voltages were placed on rend
recorders in the control room (updated every 5 seconds), monitored on the

._
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control room CRT (updated each 15 seconds) and were printed on the alarm
type every 10 seconds, such that a degrading trend in voltage would be
quickly noted. Control room personnel were briefed on required steps to
cause a trip on E-bus breakers and alerted to the need for prompt actica.
This was documented in control room standing instructions. The resident
office verified the above-stated corrective actions were in place throughout
the period.

The licensee developed and performed special test procedures to verify the
logic system functional test requirements were met. These tests, SP-85-04
through SP-85-15 and SP-85-18, were reviewed by the resident office. The
degraded voltage tests were completed by January 14, 1985 and the loss-of-
voltage E-bus testing performed as required. Problems encountered during
testing included an inadvertent trip of Bus E-1 when a technician's nut-
driver caused the contacts on the associated 94 device to close, thereby
simulating an automatic trip. The system functioned as designed. Another
problem was a 27 DV relay that failed during testing. The failed relay was
part of the circuit that was enveloped by existing procedure PT 12.7.3P.
The SP's were modified and the failed relay replaced and testing continued
without incident through completion.

Deficiencies were also noted in procedures PT 12.1.1 and PT 12.1.2, Diesel
Generator Actual Loading Tests for Unit 1 and Unit 2, respectively, in that
testing of the 27/59E device (over/undervoltage monitor that initiates the
E-bus load shed), did not verify inputs to the RHR and core spray trip
circuitry. All other load shedding functions of the device were adequately
verified. These functions were verified in the special test procedures and
found to be functioning as designed. The licensee initiated standing
instructions and on-shift training to alert operators to take appropriate
actions to ensure RHR and core spray systems functioned properly following
E-bus actuations.

The licensee had recognized a program weakness in surveillance testing,
specifically, logic system functional testing, not so much from an inability
to identi fy needed testing as previously identified, but that the
thoroughness of the testing did not appear to meet current standards. This
observation was prompted through recent violations identified by both the
licensee and the resident office. For this reason an extensive
rewrite / enhancement program involving Technical Specification required
surveillance to update the procedures to current standards had been
initiated earlier this year. With the advent of this issue, the licensee
committed to completing the surveillance test program by October 31, 1985.
This effort meets the Regional concerns regarding the status of the
procedures and is expected to remove from surveillance tests the type of
deficiencies recently identified.

The NRC and the licensee will continue to assess the safety significance of
the procedural deficiencies as they occur throughout the procedural upgrade
effort and take appropriate actions.
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8. Onsite Followup of Events at Operating Power Reactor (93702)

On January 30, 1985, while transferring a powder resin sludge from the 2B
phase separator to the Chem-Nuclear System Inc. (CNSI) portable solidifying
and dewatering system, a flexible transfer line ruptured and spilled
ariroximately 60 gallons of water / resin powder on and around the radwaste
sodding dock. No one was initially contaminated and the spill was cleaned
up with no significant airborne or liquid release detected.

The sequence of events is as follows:

- Radwaste made preparations to transfer the sludge per OP-6.12 and
Periodic Test (PT)-45.1 (Loading Dock Transfer Lines Hydrostatic lest).

The flexible lines.used to transfer contaminated waste from radwaste to-

the process trailer were checked by PT-45.1 satisfactorily.

Sound powered communications were established between the Radwaste-

Control Room Operator (RWCO) and the CNSI technician located at the
trailer.

- Transfer commenced at approximately 1648. Approximately 60 to 90
seconds later, the CNSI technician reported a small leak in the
flexible transfer line. He immediately notified the RWC0 who shut off
the condensate sludge discharge pump.

- Approximately 30 seconds later, the automatic flush occurred (whenever
the condensate sludge discharge pump trips or is stopped, the automatic
flush sequence initiates). Automatic flush pressure comes from the
condensate transfer header pressure which takes suction from the Unit 1
or 2 condensate storage tank. In addition, the condensate sludge
transfer pump restarts to add additional flow through the transfer
line.

- The automatic flush further ruptured the flexible line and sprayed the
resin slurry mixture for approximately 30 to 45, seconds. The flush
then automatically secured.

- The contaminated areas were identified and placed under control by
Health Physics personnel.

No airborne contamination was detected. Surveys in the area of the-

spill indicated 200,000 - 500,000 dpm/100 cm2. Storm drains in the
area were already closed under shift foreman clearance. The storm
drain collection pit was sampled as a precaution with no appreciab'e
increase in activity. The contaminated area was subsequently cleaned
up.

The investigation revealed that the flexible transfer line was not heat
traced. Recent cold weather (it is assumed), froze standing water in the
line causing a weakening of the hose. At the time of the transfer,

|
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temperature was above freezing. There is no explanation as to why the
defect was not detected during the hydrostatic test.

The investigation also revealed that the Radwaste Control Room operator
apparently secured the condensate sludge transfer pump unaware that the
automatic flush sequence would restart the pump and lineup the system to the
condensate transfer header. This action actually made the situation worse
in that the pressure and flow in the flexible hose increased causing the
leakage to increase.

The Radwaste Control Room Operator had the capability of shutting a solenoid
isola, tion valve remotely, in time to prevent the hose rupture, and continued-
spillage of radioactive slurry. The procedure contained no actions
concerning isolation of a potential leak or stoppage of the automatic flush.

Corrective actions are under way to prevent recurrence. They include:

a. Revise OP-6.12 to require isolation of radwaste loading dock transfer
line following a line break.

b. Review other radwaste operating procedures to incorporate emergency
actions during similar type evolutions.

c. Conduct training with radwaste operators concerning this event and
required operator actions for similar type events.

Other corrective actions are being considered:

a. Install fixed, hard piping where most of the flexible hose previously
existed.

| b. Revise the hydrostatic test procedure to increase the required
pressure.

c. Increase the frequency of hydrostatic tests. (Now required every 6
months, after line maintenance or within 8 hours prior to transfer).

d. Install another quick acting solenoid valve which the local operator
can actuate, isolating the flexible hose.

Technical Specification 6.8.1.a, requires the licensee to establish
implementing procedures recommended in Appendix "A" of Regulatory Guide

i 1.33, November 1972. Item G.2.a of the guide, speci#ies that procedures are
required for control of radioactivity to limit material released to the
environment and limit personnel exposure for spent resins and filter sludge
har.dl i ng .

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not establish adequate procedures
for transferring powdered resin slurry to a solidifying and dewatering
system. Operating Procedure (0P) 6.12, Condensate Phase Separator Operating
Procedure, did not contain any -instructions or actions for the Radwaste

.,. .. -- - .-
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Control Room Operator to follow in the event of a major resin spill. This
inadequacy constitutes violation 325, 324/85-03-02.

-9. Maintenance Observation (62703) -

Maintenance activities were observed and reviewed throughout the inspection
period to verify that activities were accomplished using approved procedures
or the activity was within the skill of the trade and that the work was done
by qualifiea personnel. Where appropriate, limiting conditions for
operation were examined to ensure that, while equipment was removed f rom
service, the Technical Specification requirements were satisfied. Also,
work activities,. procedures and work requests were reviewed to ensure
adequate fire, c eanliness and radiation protection precautions were
observed, and that equipment was tested and properly returned to service.
Acceptance criteria used for this review based on maintenance proceduces and
Technical Specifications.

Outstanding work requests that were initiated by the operations group for
Units 1 and 2 were reviewed to determine that the licensee is giving
priority to safety-related maintenance and not allowing a backlog of work
items to permit a degradation of system performance.

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Onsite Review Committees (40700)

The inspectors attended the regular monthly Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
(PNSC) meeting and several special PNSC meetings conducted during the
inspection period.

The inspectors verified the following items:
- Meetings were conducted in accordance with Technical Specifications

requirements regarding quorum membership, review process, frequency and
personnel qualifications;

- Meeting minutes were reviewed to confirm that decisions / recommendations
were reflected and followup of corrective actions were completed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

11. Operational Safety Verification (71707, 71710)

The inspector verified conformance with regulatory requirements throughout
the reporting period by direct observations of activities, tours of
facilities, discussions with personnel, reviewing of records and independent I

verification of safety system status. The following determinations were
made:

Control Room Observations - The inspectors verified that control room-

manning requirements of 10 CFR 50.54, and the Technical Specifications

._. - - _ .. ._
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were being met. Control room, shift supervisor, clearance and
jumper / bypass logs were reviewed to obtain information concerning
operating trends and out of service safety systems to insure that there
were no conflicts with Technical Specifications Limiting Conditions for
Operations. Direct observation were conducted of control room panels,
instrumentation and recorder traces important to safety to verify
operability and that parameters were within Technical Specification
limits. In addition, the inspectors observed shif t turnovers to
vorify that continuity of system status was maintained and, also,
questioned shift personnel relative to their awareness of plant
conditions. The inspectors' verified the status of selected control
room annunciators and were assured that the control room operators
ur.derstood the reason why important annunciators were lit. In addition,
periodic verifications were conducted to insure that corrective
actions, if appropriate, were initiated and completed in a timely
manner.

- Radiation Protection Controls - The inspectors verified that the
licensee's health physics policies / procedures are being followed,

j including area surveys, RWP's, posting and calibration of selected
radiation protection instruments in use.

Physical Security Plan - The inspectors verified that the security-

organization is properly manned and that security personnel are capable
of perforrring their assigned functions, that persons and packages are
checked prior to entry into the protected areas (PA), that vehicles are
properly authorized, searched and escorted within the PA, that persons
within the PA display photo identification badges, that personnel in
vital areas are authorized, that effective compensatory measures are
employed when required, and that security's response to threats' or
alarms appears adequate.

- Plant Housekeeping - Observations relative to plant housekeeping
identified no unsatisfactory conditions.

- Containment ' Isolation - Selected containment isolation valves were
verified to be in their correct positions.

Radiation Releases - The inspectors verified that selected liquid and-

gaseous releases were made in conformance with 10 CFR 20, Appendix B
and Technical Specification requirements.

No violations or deviations were identified.


